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The nonlinear three-index generalized susceptibilities of the hydrodynamic quantities of a cIassicalliquid 
are calculated. With the aid of these, and on the basis of the three-index fluctuation-dissipation theorem, 
the dynamical three-point correlation functions of the thermal fluctuations of the densities of the conserved 
quantities are found. Sum ru1es for the three-point correlation functions are found. 

PACS numbers: 45.25. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The clear understanding, achieved about ten years 
ago, of the analytic structure of two-point space-time 
correlation functions (or Green functions) in the limit 
of small values of w and k for the different dynamical 
variables in a simple classical liquid has played an im
portant role in the development of modern methods and 
ideas in different applications of the theory of thermal 
fluctuations to slow-neutron and light scattering pro
cesses, acoustic relaxation, etc. The progress achieved 
is associated with the wide use of the two-index fluctua
tion-dissipation theorem, and with the possibility of 
direct calculation of the dynamical generalized suscep
tibilities for small wand k from hydrodynamic 
models(1,2J. 

Of substantial interest for the problem of multiple 
scattering of light and slow neutrons, for nonlinear 
acoustics, etc., are the many-point space-time correla
tion functions of the dynamical variables of a simple 
liquid. The lowest of these-the three-point functions
can be investigated with the same completeness as the 
two-point correlations, thanks to the proof of Efremov 
Efremov[3,4J and Stratonovich[5J of a three-index fluc
tuation-dissipation theorem that makes it possible to 
establish the three-point dynamical correlation func
tions of the different quantities for small w and k 
exactly from the generalized susceptibilities found from 
hydrodynamic models. 

In the present paper this program is carried out for 
densities of conserved quantities-the particle-number 
density n(r, t), internal-energy density h(r, t) and mo
mentum denSity g(r, t). 

For simplicity we consider a classical Newtonian 
fluid satisfying the usual hydrodynamic equations with 
frequency-independent kinetic coefficients. This leads 
to the necessity of taking only two types of nonlinearity 
into account in the equations of motion: 1) ordinary 

·kinematic nonlinearities and 2) the nonlinearities asso
ciated with the dependence of the kinetic coefficients and 
thermodynamic quantities on the temperature and 
density. 

In the classical limiting case tlw « kBT the Efremov
Stratonovich theorem leads to the following expression[3J: 

G .. ,(1, 2) = (I)x, (0) I)xb(1) I)x,(2) >=_ (2kBT)' Re {X'b' (1, 2) 6,6b6, 
w,w, (1.1) 

+ Xb,,(2,~+ x, .. (0,1) '-, 
Ohffio WOWi f 

connecting the equilibrium correlation function of the 
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thermal fluctuations oXa, OXb, Oxc of any three dynami
cal variables with the generalized quadratic suscepti
bilities Xabc, xbca, xcab conjugate to them. The values 
of Ba are +1 or -1, depending on whether the quantity 
OXa is even or odd under time reversal; T is the tem
perature. The symbols 0, 1, 2 denote pairs of Fourier 
arguments: 

o~ (ko, wo), 1~ (k" w,), 2~ (k" w,), (1.2) 

for which the relations 

(1.3) 

which stem from the uniformity and stationarity condi
tions for the random processes under conSideration, are 
fulfilled. The frequencies wj and wave-vectors kj are 
assumed throughout to be real. 

Because non-Newtonian effects have not been taken 
into account, it turns out that all three-index suscepti
bilities can be expressed in terms of combinations of 
known two-index susceptibilities. All the latter are ex
pressed in terms of four independent susceptibilities[l,2J: 

(k w)=Y-(~) {(I-lil)Ak' ~C'k'+iW("(-I)"k'} 
Xnn, m' ap T -iW+Ak' "( w'-c'k'+iwrk' ' 

Xqn(k,(il)=Xnq(k,W)=~( ~) 
m aT p 

{ "k' iWAk'} 
x . -iw+"k' (il'-c'k'+iwrk' 

(1.4) 

l(" (k, w) =xTk'/ (-iw+"k'), 

X'.', (k, w) 55 (I).p-k.k~k')x,(k, w), 
l(,(k, W)=l1k'/(-iw+vk'), 

where we have used the usual notation for the thermo
dynamic parameters and kinetic coefficients (cf. (3.15»; 
the subscripts n, toO, and q correspond to the particle
number denSity, the transverse component of the mo
mentum density, and the thermal-energy density, de
fined by the relation 

q(r, t)~h(r, t)-m(e+p)n(r, ti/p, (1.5) 

where € and p are the equilibrium values of the in
ternal-energy and mass densities; m is the mass of a 
molecule of the liquid, p is the pressure and c2 
= y(ap/ap)T. 

2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THREE-POINT 
DYNAMICAL CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 

We assume that the system under consideration 
moves with constant velocity u, and introduces the in-
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tegral dynamical variables of the conserved quantities: 

X. - S dr z. (r, t) , a=n, <x, e, 
v 

(2.1) 

i.e., the particle-number N, momentum Pa and energy 

E - S dre(r, t)-H,-t.!N+mNI1'/2-uP, (2.2) 
v 

where Ho is the HamiltOnian of tbe system and jJ. is the 
chemical potential in the rest ensemble (u = 0). In the 
following, an average over tbis wo-ensemble will be de
noted by ( ... >0: 

e-(h)., p=m(n>.-m(n). 

The brackets ( ... ) denote an average over the w-en
semble with distribution function 

w_xp {(Q-E)/kBT}, 

where {} = -pV and V is the volume of the system. 

From the definition of the w-ensemble average we 
obtain the following relation[ 6]: 

(R6X.)={J(R)/{Jy., (2.3) 

where R is an arbitrary dynamical variable; OXa 
== Xa - V(xa >, OXa = Pa - mNUa; Yn = JJ1kBT, Ya 
= Ua/kBT, Ye = -1/kBT. The quantity xe(r, t) or Xe 
conjugate to Ye is e(r, t) or E, respectively (see (2.2». 

We introduce the three-point structure factors 

S .. , (k" k,)!!5 S S doo. dlJ),G •• , (1,2). (2.4) 

Putting k2 - 0 in the left-hand side of (1.1), because 
Xa is independent of t by (2.1), we obtain 

lim Gob' (1,2) =2n6(1J)1) (6z; (1) 6z.(1) 6X,). (2.5) 

A symmetric relation is obtained in the limit ki - O. 
If in (2.5) we go over to the limit ki - 0, we shall have 

lim G .. ,(1, 2) =S •• , (0, 0)6(00.) 6 (00,). (2.6) 

The limiting properties (2.5) and (2.6) hold only for 
xa, Xb and Xc that are densities of conserved quanti
ties. The analogous property of "contraction" of the 
spectrum in the long-wavelength limit is also possessed 
by bilinear fluctuations of the densities of constants of 
the motion[l,2]. USing (2.3) with R = llx~(l)OXb(l) and 
R = oxa(r, t)Oxt" respectively, we obtain another form 
of the relations (2.5), (2.6): 

. {J G., (1) ) hm G •• ,(1,2) =2n---6 (0),) , (2.7 
"' ..... 0 aYe 

a'(z.) 
lim G •• ,(1,2)=(2n)' a a 6(00.)6(00,), 

kl,Ir.._O Yb Yc 
(2.8) 

where Gab(l) == (Oxt(l)OXb(l». In deriving (2.8) we 
have used the relation 

a(z.) 
lim G •• (1) =2n-a-6 (00.) , (2.9) 
k,_O Yb 

which follows from (2.3) with R = xa(r, t)[2]. 

If one or all three of the dynamical variables xa, Xb, 
Xc change sign under time reversal (OaObOc = -1), 
then, obviously, Sabc(O, 0) = 0 and the corresponding 
long-wavelength limit is equal to zero. Thus, e.g., 

lim G ••• (1,2)= lim G.~,=O, (2.10) 

lim G.'n(1,2)=(2n)Z~:~(~B;)'( :P) 6(0).)1l(1J),). (2.11) 
lr.,kJ-1"O Jl r,v 

In a classical liquid the functions Gabd1, 2) possess 
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regular limit values as ki' k2 - 0, and it is therefore 
easy to go over from the (k, w)- to the (r, t)-represen
tation and obtain the following sum rules for the dy
namicalcorrelation functions of fluctuations of con
stants of the motion: 

S aG.,,(r .. t.) 
dr.G .. ,(r" t.; r •• t, ) =. , 

(jy, 

SS a'{z.> 
dr. draG.", (rio t.; r., t.) = -a--' 

y.ay, 

In particular, [6] 

S dr,G ••• (r .. t.; r" t,)-kBT ({JG •• (r., t,») ; 
aIL T.V 

S S dr, dr,G.~, (r" t.; r •• t,) =0. 

3. DETERMINATION OF THE THREE-INDEX 
SUSCEPTI BI LIT I ES 

USing the equations of motion for the dynamical 
variables and the symmetry property l7] 

)(abc (1, 2) =)(0,.(2,1), 

(2.12 ) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(3.1) 

it is easy to show that, of all the susceptibilities xabc 
corresponding to densities of constants of the motion, 
only 18 are independent. For the latter, it is convenient 
to choose susceptibilities with 18 independent combina
tions of the indices a, b, c = n, q, tao From these it is 
easy to construct the susceptibilities corresponding to 
the densities of all the other conserved quantities. For 
example, for the longitudinal component of the momen
tum density (index La), we have 

(3.2) 

If one index is equal to h and the others are arbitrary, 
then 

l(A.,(1, 2) =x,., (1,2) +m(e+ph •• c(1, 2)/p. (3.3) 

In accordance with the above-indicated choice of 
basis susceptibilities, we choose the particle-number 
density n(r, t), the thermal-energy density q(r, t) and 
the transverse component gt(r, t) of the momentum 
density as the independent variables in the hydrody
namic model. The variables h(r, t), p(r, t) and T(r, t) 
will be assumed throughout to be expressed in terms of 
n(r, t) and q(r, t). 

The complete system of hydrodynamic equations in 
the presence of external forces has, in these variables, 
the form 

an 1 
-+-divg=O, at m. 

ago ap a (g.g,) a [ a ( g, ) 
at + a,:: -'- a;:; ~ - a;:; 1'/ a;::- mn 

+1l~(~)] -~[(~-~1l)~(.!!.-)] = F., 
ar, mn ar. 3 ar, mn 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

aq g. iJq a [ (aT) man (aT) aq ] 
a;+ mn iJr. -a,:;: % ap ,a;::-+% aq ,a;:; (36) 

!] [ a (g~) a (g.)] 2 ( 2 ) [ a (g,)]. . -2' ---a;:; ~ + ar~ mn - ~-3!] a;:;;;; =F,. 

Here s is the entropy density (ds = dq/T);IJ and ~ are 
the shear- and bulk-viscosity coefficients and K is the 
thermalconductivity coefficient. The forces F and Fq 
are represented in the form 

F=\"' {$.!n+'h!q}+IJl,f" 
(3.7) 
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/.(r, t)=1.(k, w) exp (ikr-iwt), a=n, q, t., (3.8) 

where the f are harmonic external forces, chosen such 
that the Hamiltonian of the perturbation is written in the 
form 

Hp(t)=- .ES drx,(r,t)f.(r,t). 

The operator coefficients in (3.7) have a simple 
form[l,21, e.g., 1J!n = p/m, 1J!i = -r7"~2, etc. 

(3.9) 

We shall assume all the quantities fa to be small and 
of the same order of smallness. Taking (g) = 0 and 
(n )0, (q)o to be constants in the initial approximation, 
we can then construct the solutions of Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6) 
in the form of a perturbation-theory series 

( 2) ] mx (OT) (O'T) - TV-£, (e2.0+e",) w,w, +-. - - -, ko' 

• D (0) Op. op .• (3 14b) xko- (OT ' ox . 
- D' (0) ap). (e"+e,,o) (or ) J. 

B.(1,2)=-~{ (~)-iW' (OA(1,0») 
2p Upoq oq. 

imx (OT) [ (OP)] 
- pD' (0) w,e"o ap . 1 + aq • 

+ 2mx'ko' (E'.-) (~) _ mxko' (~) . 
D' (0) flp" iJpflq D' (0) op • (3.14C) 

xfet,o(!.!...) (~) +eoz (!'!) (~)]} 
• op. aq • ' flq, flp. ' 

C.(1,2)=-~{ (O'~) _ m~ko' (eo.,+eo,,) ('!!...) (!.!...) (OX) }, 
2p aq p D (0) flp • flq , oq • 

(3.14d) 
x, (r, t) =<x, (r, t) )o+x~" (r, t) +x~" (r, t) + ... (3.10) Here we have used the notation 

in increasing powers of fa. In the linear approximation 
we obtain 

x,(" (r, t) = .E X .. (1)f. (1) exp (ik,r-iwtt) (3.11) 

with the well-studied susceptibilities Xab (cf. Sec. 1). In 
the next approximation the role of the external forces 
will be fulfilled by the bilinear combinations of the solu
tions (3.11) that arise from the nonlinear terms in the 
original equations (3.4)- (3.6). 

The cumbersome calculation is analogous to that 
specially performed for a dilute gas in[81. After the 
appropriate symmetrization over the Fourier arguments 
the result can be represented in terms of the three
index susceptibilities: 

x~') (r, t) = .E X"', (i, 2) /.(i) t, (2) exp{i[ (k,+k2) r-(w,+w,) tl}, (3.12) 
',' 

In this case, explicit expressions are obtained for all 
the Xabc in terms of the xab and the parameters of the 
starting equations. 

The results for xabd1, 2) turn out to be very un
wieldy, and we shall not give them all. The simplest 
expression is obtained for the triply-transverse suscep
tibility and has the form 

X,. ,~' r (1,2) =X" (0)x,(1)x,(2) (2iplJko) _t. 

(3.13 ) 
x {«(j.$-ko.ko~ko') kOT/ko+«(j.T-ko.koT/ko')ko~/ko}, 

where xt is given in (1.4). The character, reflected 
here, of the relationship between the three- and two
index susceptibilities is preserved in all the other 
cases. 

Of most physical interest is the susceptibility Xnnn, 
which is found to be equitl to 

X ••• (1,2) =x •• · (0) . [A.(t, 2) X •• (i)x •• (2) +B. (1, 2)x •• ( i)Xo. (2) ) 
(3.14a 

+B. (2,1)X •• (1)X •• (2) +C. (1,2)Xo.(1)x •• (2)], 

where xnn and xqn are defined in (1.4). The coefficients 
An, Bn and Cn describe the interaction of the simple 
modes and are equal to 
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D(k, w)=-iw+1Ak', ei,J=kik/k,', 

A( i, j) =2ve<. Ie}, ,-'/,v+£" i, j='l, 2, 0, 

and have introduced the kinetic coefficients v, ;, A, De 
and r by the relations 

1]=pv, ~=ps, D,='/,v+s, X=l(oq/oT).A, 

l=c.lcv , r=D.+ (l-i)A, 

where cp and cy are the speCific heats. 

(3.15 ) 

4. THREE-POINT CORRELATIONS OF FLUCTUATIONS 

A knowledge of the three-index hydrodynamic suscep
tibilities makes it possible to determine the dynamical 
three-pOint correlations of the fluctuations of hydrody
namic quantities for small wand k from the Efremov
Stratonovich theorem (1.1). For the most important (the 
density-density-density) correlation function we obtain 
in this way: 

G ••• (i, 2) =-(2ks1')'fl',Re{X,.,O, 2) }, (4.1) 
COiWZ 

where 9'c is the operator that sums the cyclic permuta
tions of the symbols 0, 1 and 2, with Xnnn(l, 2) from 
(3.14). Hence we have, in the limit kl' k2 - 0, 

lim G () ( oG •• (1) ) 
••• 1,2 =2nksT --- 6(w,), 

lI:~o df,L T,V 

(4.2) 

, (2nkBT) 2 ( O'P) hm G ••• (1,2)=--- --, 6(wt)6(w,) 
k"t._o m a,.r T,V 

(4.3) 

in complete agreement with (2.7), (2.8). The expressions 
(4.2) and (4.3) and the results of integrating them over 
the frequencies demonstrate the non-Gaussian charac
ter of the density fluctuations. As the critical point is 
approached, Oonn(l, 2), like Gnn(I), increases without 
limit and the described variant of the theory becomes 
inapplicable. 

From (4.1) we can obtain hydrodynamic estimates of 
the lowest frequency moments of the function Gnnn(l, 2): 

M"" (k" k,) = S S dw, dw,w." W," G ••• (1,2). 

They turn out to be equal to 

M"(k,, k,) = (2nkBT)' (iJiJ'~) [HO(k.', k,')], 
m Il T,V 

M01(k" k,)=M"(k,, k,)=O, 

Mu (k"k,)=(2nks;)' k,k,(!E..) [HO(k/,k,')], 
m Oil T,V 

Moz(k., k,)=-M .. (k" k,)-M .. (ko, k,), 

with an analogous expression for M20 • In (4.5) and 
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(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 
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(4.7) the hydrodynamically small terms have not been 
written out; a molecular approach to the problem is 
required for an exact estimate of these terms. The 
right-hand side of (4.5) is the hydrodynamic estimate 
for the three-point structure factor Snnn(k1, k2) (cf. 
(2.4)). 

An analogous simple analysis is also possible for the 
remaining correlation functions Gabc(1, 2) of fluctua
tions of conserved quantities. 

The results obtained can be used directly in the 
theory of the spectra and intensity of double molecular 
scattering of light. 
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